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WHAT'S NEW IN TECHNICAL PROCESSING
Thomas H. Lee

I.

Report on ALA Midwinter CCAAM meetings

The ALA/Committee on Cataloging: Asian and African Materials (CCAAM) met on
January 23 during the 1982 ALA Midwinter Conference in Denver, Colorado.
Lucia J. Rather, LC Director for Cataloging, was invited to report to the
Committee on recent LC policies and practices about the cataloging of Asian
and African materials. The portions of her report which concern East Asian
cataloging are summarized below:
(A)

The LC/RLG CJK project

Under an agreement between LC and the Research Libraries Group (RLG), LC will
in 1983 begin to catalog all its East Asian vernacular materials into RLIN
(Research Libraries Information Network), using the newly developed RLG CJK
terminals. This is what is referred to at LC as the "CJK project." The
whole cataloging project will be managed at RLG. The plan is to have records
in the RLIN system with both Chinese, Japanese, and Korean characters and
their romanizatlons. In December 1981, RLG announced Its contract with
Transtech International Corporation of Wellesley, Massachusetts to develop
an RLG CJK terminal cluster. The terminals will be ready for delivery in
1983. LC will buy these terminals and will Input in 1983 its cataloging
directly into the RLIN system. From RLIN, LC will get back the records on
tape to be used in LC's own automated system. Since LC's current MARC system
is not able to handle East Asian characters, LC will use the romanized portion
of the records in its system. In addition LC will install special terminals
with direct connection to RLIN in the appropriate areas within LC, such as
the Asian Division, so that the public can search by characters through the
use of such terminals.
At present, LC plans to distribute records to outside libraries as part of
the MARC Distribution Service. However, it is uncertain what other products
will be produced by LC. There are several possibilities: One is to put these
records with characters on printed cards and distribute them through LC's
cataloging distribution service. Another is to produce the records in romani
zation only. Those who are not RLIN members ought to be thinking of what you
would need and make recommendations. It is also Important that CEAL give
careful consideration to these matters.
(B)

East Asian name authority file

It is anticipated that the authority record in RLIN will contain both characters
and romanization. LC has plans to join a cooperative authority file building
project with RLIN, so naturally LC will input its Chinese, Japanese, and Korean
name authority records Into the RLIN system. As a result, although the LC
authority file will have the same names as RLIN, only RLIN's will have the
East Asian characters, while LC's will have the names in romanization only.
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(C)

APIF records

LC's APIF (Automated Process Information File) contains brief, romanized
records for materials in all languages. Once the CJK project is put into
effect, LC will no longer Input CJK brief, romanized records into the APIF,
but will input them directly Into RLIN In characters and romanization.
(D)

Minimal level cataloging

All minimal level records are in romanization only. Once the CJK project
gets underway, there may be a decision by LC to input minimal level records
for East Asian language materials in RLIN, not only In romanization, but
also in characters. This, however, has not yet been determined at the present
time.
(Editor's note: The above report, originally intended but not completed in
time for inclusion in no. 67 of the CEAL Bulletin, has been reviewed and
updated by Mrs. Lucia J. Rather, Director for Cataloging, Processing Services,
the Library of Congress).

II.

ALA Asian and African Materials Comm-fttee Recommends Continuation of
Library of Congress Printed Cards for East Asian Materials

At its meeting on July 12, 1982, the Committee unanimously adopted a resolution
on this matter, and on the next day communicated its position in the following
letter:
Mr. Joseph Howard
Assistant Librarian for
Processing Services
Library of Congress
Washington, D. C. 20540
Dear Mr. Howard:
The Committee on Cataloging: Asian and African Materials of the
Cataloging and Classification Section, Resources and Technical Services
Division, American Library Association, recommends that the Library of
Congress continue its service of providing East Asian (Chinese, Japanese,
and Korean) vernacular printed catalog cards to the nation's research
libraries, even after the Library of Congress starts its CJK Project with
RLIN. Vernacular printed cards are a crucial aid and important tool for
both technical processing operations and reference services in these
libraries.
Libraries with East Asian collections will continue to depend on
receiving vernacular cards for their operations, because the romanized
records frequently furnish ambiguous information.
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The Committee is aware that the cost of producing these vernacular
cards is high. Nevertheless, taking into account user needs, we consider
the expense Justified.
Sincerely,

Thomas H. Lee
Chair, ALA/Committee on Cataloging
Asian and African Materials
c/o Mcnorial Library
University of Wisconsin
728 State Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

III.

AACR 2 Workbook for East Asian Publications

The CEAL Subcommittee on Technical Processing (CEAL/STP) had a special session
during the April 1982 CEAL Annual Meeting in Chicago to discuss the revision
of Japanese word division rules and related romanization practices proposed
by LC; to hear a report on special East Asian cataloging problems by its
invited guest speaker, Ayako Hayashi, Head of the Japanese Language Section
of the LC Shared Cataloging Division; and to distribute a partial version
of the AACR 2 Workbook for East Asian Publications. CEAL/STP had been working
on the Workbook for several months and by the end of March 1982 had completed
three chapters: Chapter 22: Heading for Persons; Chapter 23: Ceographic
Names; and Chapter 24: Headings for Corporate Bodies. The distributed
partial version distributed at the CEAL/STP Chicago session covered these
three chapters.
IV.

Word division in romanized Japanese

The LC draft for revision of Japanese word division practices attracted great
attention at the session in Chicago and aroused spirited discussion. The
general feeling was that the move by LC to revise the Japanese word division
rules was commendable and necessary; that the revision in general represented
an improvement over the old rules; and that the holding of the changes to a
minimum was welcomed. However, East Asian librarians at the session did point
out that there are still unanswered questions in the proposed draft and certain
points which need to be clarified or changed. All input was subsequently
channelled to LC by CEAL/STP for the preparation of a second or final draft.
This draft was completed by LC in the middle of May and was distributed by
CEAL/STP to major East Asian libraries for further comments. It is hoped that
the final text of the revised rules will be ready for adoption by the time of
the ALA Annual Conference in Philadelphia, July 10-15, 1982.
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In addition to word division, the revision calls for the consistent use of
the letter "n" before "b", V , and "p", instead of requiring the change
into "m" before these letters, as the current rule stipulates.
V.

Special problems in East Asian cataloging

At the CEAL/SP session, Ms. Hayashi discussed some special cases of rule
application in East Asian cataloging such as numerals In corporate names
and publication titles, headings for government bodies, added entries for
publication committees, etc. Her examples for the use of East Asian numerals
have since become LC's Rule Interpretation for Appendix C.4C and will be
published in LC's Cataloging Service Bulletin, no. 17, summer 1982. There
fore, this topic is omitted from the text of her presentation given below,
which has been specially done for this column.
VI.

Some Recent Developments fa Cataloging East Asian Materials
Ayako Hayashi
Library of Congress

1.

Headings for government bodies:
The guidelines below apply to names that meet the following conditions:
a.

The name includes the name of a higher government agency that is
entered subordinately to the heading for the government.

b.

The name does not fit any cf the types given under 24.18 of AACR 2.

Guidelines:
A.

Apply 24.17 and establish the heading under its own name.

B.

If variant forms of the name are found in items issued by the body,
use the name as it appears in the chief sources of information as
opposed to forms elsewhere In items. (24.2B)

C.

If variant forms appear in the chief source of information, use the
form that is presented formally. If no form is presented formally,
or if all forms are presented formally, use the predominant form.
If there is no predominant form, use a brief form.
(24.2D)

D.

Add the name of the government as the qualifier. (LC Rule Interpre
tation, 24.4C, Cataloging Service Bulletin, no. 15, Winter 1982,
p. 21)
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Title page
Heading:

Title page
Heading:

C & l ^ f c & j f c J & l J l * jRfefff

Ch'ing kung yeh pu shih p'ln fa hslao kung yeh
yen chlu so (China)

<fefcfc4&t#fc*fc>

colophon <

)

Norinsho Sanshi Shikenjo (Japan)-

$&&&$&?f\

Title page (In title:

Heading:

>

J imprint:

^4&*KJ4.*§

Norin Suisansho Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo (Japan)

"When a non-conflicting heading established before 1981 does not include
a geographic qualifier but should according to current guidelines,
consider the heading AACR 2." (Cataloging Service Bulletin, no. 15,
Winter 1982, p. 21)
AACR 1 and 2 heading:

Nongnimbu Nongop Ryongyong Yon'guso.

Title
2.

)

Added entries for publication committees:
Under AACR 2, 21.B2, most works compiled by the publication compilation
committee are entered under the title. When these works are entered
under the title and first element of the name of the committee is the
same as the title, follow the guidelines below:
A.

Do not give an added entry under the committee as instructed under
21.30E, except for the cases mentioned under C below.

B.

Instead, give an added entry under the issuing body if it is the
body that has created the committee and is actually responsible for
the publication.

a. e.

Shichoheikai (Japan)

a. e.

Mlyazakl-ken

(Japan)
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C.

If the issuing body is a commercial publisher that has no relationship
with the committee, do not give an added entry under the publisher.
In this case, however, if the name of the committee fits 24.13, type 5,
give an added entry under the committee, as shown below:

a. e.

VII.

Kobe Jogakuin.

Hyakunenshi Henshu Iinkai.

New system for coding Chinese characters

Mr. Pao-liang Chu of the Harvard-Yenchlng Library, Harvard University, informs
us that he had developed a new system for coding Chinese characters. He
further states that his system of coding is applicable to Chinese characters
as used in writing Korean. Readers who are concerned with the problem of
coding Chinese characters may wish to write to Mr. Chu to secure further details
of his method.
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